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In the near future, what has destroyed the World? Nuclear Missiles 
Thanks to her family's private plane, billionaire socialite Coco St. Pierre Vanderbilt manages to escape 
the destruction of Los Angeles with which 3 companions? 

Her assistant Mallory, her hairdresser Mr. 
Gallant, and his grandmother, Evie 

Who tries to meet Coco with the plane but is stranded in Los Angeles? Coco's boyfriend, Brock 
What is the name of the organization who selects young adults to save from the apocalypse, based on 
their genetic makeup? 

The Cooperative 

Outpost 3 is led by which two characters? Ms. Wilhemina Venable and her assistant 
Ms. Mead 

How many months have passed until the situation and food supplies are critical at Outpost 3? 18 months 
What is the name of the man that arrives from The Cooperative who announces that he will judge 
who deserves to be truly saved? 

Michael Langdon 

After a confrontation with Michael Langdon, Mr. Gallant is caught having sex with _________ by his 
grandmother Evie? 

The Rubber Man 

Who brutally and unknowingly kills Evie by stabbing her to death in a bedroom, believing her to be 
the Rubber Man? 

Mr. Gallant 

Timothy and Emily are caught in bed and are sentenced to death. Timothy shoots Miriam Mead in 
the stomach. What does her wound reveal? 

A torso full of white fluid and circuitry 
(She is an Android) 

Who does Michael Langdon reveal his true demonic form to? Mallory 
What does Mead suggest to Venable when Venable confides she has not been selected to move on to 
the Sanctuary? 

That they kill everyone 

Whilst navigating a nuclear wasteland, who guns down a cannibalistic tribe? Brock 
When apples are delivered to Outpost 3, who injects the apples with venom? Venable 
After presuming Brock to be Langdon in costume, who seduces him back to her bedroom. In the 
bedroom, Brock reveals himself and stabs her in the forehead? 

Coco 

When Mead attempts to shoot Langdon, she finds herself turning the gun on Venable against her 
will. How is Langdon able to control her? 

He created her 

Which three witches descend upon Outpost 3 and resurrect Mallory, Dinah and Coco? Cordelia Goode, Madison Montgomery 
and Myrtle Snow 

What was Outpost 3 prior to the nuclear blast? Hawthorne School for Exceptional Young 
Men 
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Before the nuclear blast, which two witches does Michael Langdon save to prove his powers to 
Cordelia? 

Queenie from eternal damnation at the 
Hotel Cortez and Madison from her 
personal hell 

What test does Cordelia announce that Langdon will take? The Seven Wonders Test 
During the test, who does Cordelia ask Langdon to bring back to life? Misty Day 
Who discovers Langdon's true identity but before he can warn anyone is killed by Mead? John Henry Moore 
Where does Cordelia ask Madison and Behold to investigate Langdon's origins? Murder House 
How do Madison and Behold get the spirits of Murder House to appear to them? They cast a spell 
When Madison and Behold encounter the ghost of Constance Langdon, she agrees to provide 
information on her grandson Michael if they banish which other ghost from the house?  

Moira O'Hara (her old nemesis) 

Constance reveals that when Michael was in his youth, he began killing animals and then his 
babysitter, and after, how many years does Michael age overnight? 

Ten Years 

Before leaving the Murder House with Behold, who does Madison reunite? Tate and Violet 
Which voodoo queen does Cordelia seek help from to arrange a meeting with Papa Legba in an 
attempt to prevent Langdon's plans? 

Dinah Stevens 

What does Papa Legba want in exchange for entrapping Langdon, a condition that Cordelia refuses? All the souls of her witches from the 
Coven 

To learn more about the warlocks and their plans, Madison enlists the help of who, Myrtle's long-time 
friend and witch-actress?  

Bubbles McGee 

Who suspects Mallory to be the true next Supreme after she saves Coco from choking? Zoe 
Mallory passes the Seven Wonders Test after successfully resurrecting who? John Henry 
The Coven capture which three characters and burns them at the stake for their betrayals? Ariel, Baldwin and Mead 
When Langdon fails to bring Mead back from the dead, he flees into the forest to seek guidance 
from who? 

Satan 

Langdon is led to an obscure Satanic Church in the city, who meets him at the Church and takes him 
to her home and offers him food? 

Madelyn 

What does Langdon reveal to Madelyn before she takes him back to the church, where the 
congregation fall at his feet in worship? 

That he is the Antichrist 

What are the names of the two engineers that run the robotics corporation that Madelyn takes 
Langdon to? 

Mutt and Jeff 

When Mead kills Queenie, Bubbles and Zoe, why is Cordelia unable to resurrect them? Langdon destroyed their souls 
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Where do the remaining witches take refuge following the deaths of Queenie, Bubbles and Zoe? Misty's swamp shack 
Which Country does Myrtle ask Mallory to travel to in the year 1918 in an attempt to save Grand 
Duchess Anastasia Nikolaevna from her execution? 

Russia 

What do Mutt and Jeff reveal to Langdon that the Cooperative is the ancient Order of the 
Illuminati, an organization made up of world elites that have sold their souls to who? 

Satan 

When Langdom meets up with the Illuminati he tells them about the Outposts and plans what? The end of times 
How do Cordelia, Myrtle and Madison survive the nuclear blast? Bury themselves in the swamp mud  
Who is released from Hell by Papa Legba and kills Dinah for her betrayal? Marie Laveau 
Why does Cordelia sacrifice herself? To allow Mallory's rise as the new Supreme 
Mallory casts a spell and returns to what year, in where she runs over a younger Langdon multiple 
times, to prevent the apocalypse? 

2015 

Where does Mallory return to, to save Queeny, Misty and Madison from their future fates? Miss Robichaux's Academy 
In the new present, which two characters meet, and years later have a son together who later kills his 
nanny? 

Timothy and Emily 

 


